Vaughn graphite - Sec. 26, T. 28, R. 65 - Goshen County

Shaft about 40' deep, tunnel perhaps 80' long, but is not accessible. Graphite schist with plumbojarosite. Can't tell about width because of inaccessibility. Some of the graphite appears to be good quality. Most contains considerable rock. Probably would be a flotation job.

Road leads to property. Supposed to run 6.93 in silver and $1.00 a ton in gold.

Pit about 35' long by 4' wide except at the far end where it is about 10' wide and 12' plus high. Some graphite, plumbojarosite, and red "paint iron."

Vaughn knows very little about these claims. Two old prospectors worked them years ago for gold and silver. Vaughn staked out on them - the arsenopyrite and graphite.

Note - About 3 mi. S. of here Vaughn took out several hundred gem garnets and sold them (apparently dodecahedrais) for $1.00 ea. They were cut and polished.
Vaughn Copper (Green Mtn. Boy - 1st Claim)

1 mi E of 순영... about 50-70' deep, but the former lode is gone - upper part timbered. The Vaughn very good soil - road about 24'. More and there are copper nuggets on the 20 rod up to 25-30 lb from 20'

for 3-4 square ft and the rest of the material is phaneritic. Phaneritic contains occasional small packets of copper ore.

Once, the dump is champleve - a chalcedony cuprite

and chalcocite. Further up the hill is a fumarole which also contains some packets of ore.

Tunnel in hill - veinistone. Rock cut enough on to pit about 60,000 - according to Mr. Vaughn (1900-1902)

One assay, highest 32 lb a ton on copper and silver. Rock not metamorphosed. Cut tunnel up about 20', the other 100'

according to Mr. Vaughn.

The copper mineralization is in small packets in matrix in limestone, partly well worked out now.

No. 1 - Anderson made report on the deposit in 1916

Vaughn graphite S, 26 T, 28 R 65 - Jackson County

Shaft about 12' deep, tunnel perhaps 80' long. Shafts not accessible. Granite resist with planigraphite.

Can't talk about much because of inaccessible lower part. The graphite appears to be good quality. The bottom contains a dark rock, probably would be a potash in job.

Look for property below 762 in elevation for a ton or gold.

At about 80' long by 4' wide except at the far end where it is about 6' wide and 12' high. Some graphite, planigraphite, and antieridite.

Vaughn knows very little about these claims. Two old prospectors worked three years ago for gold. Silver.

Vaughn staked out me, there. The ore composed of graphite

Note - About 3 mi S of here Vaughn took out several hundred

new quartz and sold them (apparently underbelly) for 2000.

They was not jeopardized.